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We have proposed a parallel simulated annealing using genetic crossover as one of powerful conformational search methods, in order to find the global minimum energy structures for protein systems.
The simulated annealing using genetic crossover method, which incorporates the attractive features
of the simulated annealing and the genetic algorithm, is useful for finding a minimum potential energy
conformation of protein systems. However, when we perform simulations by using this method, we
often find obviously unnatural stable conformations, which have “knots” of a string of an amino-acid
sequence. Therefore, we combined knot theory with our simulated annealing using genetic crossover
method in order to avoid the knot conformations from the conformational search space. We applied
this improved method to protein G, which has 56 amino acids. As the result, we could perform the
simulations, which avoid knot conformations.
Keywords: Molecular Simulation; Simulated Annealing; Protein Folding; Genetic Algorithm; Knot
Theory

1. Introduction
Computational simulations of biomolecular systems such as proteins and DNA are performed
using molecular simulation techniques such as Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular dynamics
(MD) methods. However, as the biomolecular system has a large number of degrees of freedom associated with a lot of atoms and is characterized by many local minima separated by
high energy barriers, it is not yet possible to perform enough conformational searches in this
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extremely high dimensional space, and efficient sampling techniques are required.
In order to solve this problem, various sampling and optimization methods for conformations of biomolecules have been proposed such as generalized-ensemble algorithms.1 Simulated
annealing2 and genetic algorithm3,4 have been recognized by researchers as powerful tools for
difficult optimization problems. Simulated annealing mimics an annealing process in which
the temperature of a system is lowered very slowly from a sufficiently high initial temperature to “freezing” temperature. This method has been applied to molecular simulations of
biomolecules5–11 (and also to various other research fields). The genetic algorithm mimics
the process of natural evolution and has been applied to various research fields and is one
of well-known techniques. The genetic algorithm uses the optimization procedures of natural
gene-based evolution, that is, mutation, crossover, and replication. For a certain optimization
problems, this algorithm has been found to be an excellent strategy to find global minima. The
conformational search or optimization approaches for biomolecules using the genetic algorithm
have also been performed.12–16
We proposed a new conformational search method, in which a simulated annealing simulation is combined with genetic algorithm, namely, parallel simulated annealing using genetic
crossover (PSA/GAc),17 and applied it to be the search of the global-minimum-energy structures for protein systems.18,19 Here, the genetic crossover is one of the operations of genetic
algorithm. The conformational search using simulated annealing is based on local conformational updates. On the other hand, the genetic algorithm is based on global conformational
updates. Our method incorporates these two attractive features of the simulated annealing
and the genetic crossover. In our previous work, in order to examine the effectiveness of our
method, we compared our method with those of the conventional simulated annealing molecular dynamics simulations using an α-helical miniprotein, namely, Trp-cage.20
However, in the case of the conformational search of a protein constructed by a certain
length of amino acids, we often found the lower energy conformation in spite of the completely
different structure in comparison with the native structure. The structure has a very compact
fold as if there is a knot in the string of the amino-acid sequence. For example, in Fig. 1,
two conformations, namely, a native structure and a stable conformation obtained from the
simulation by using our method, of a protein, which is the B1 domain in the immunoglobulin
G (IgG) binding domains of protein G21 and has 56 amino residues are shown. For the stable
conformation obtained from the simulation, there is one knot in the string of the protein. Knot
conformations of some proteins are already found by experiments of X-ray crystallography.22,23
However, the knotted chains in the knot conformations obtained from the simulations by using
our method have obviously different length from those of the experimental results. Although
the length of the knotted chains known by experiments is at least 35–45 amino residues, the
length of the knotted chains of the conformations obtained from the simulations is about 15
amino residues. Namely, the knot conformations obtained from the simulations are unnatural.
As the reasons of getting the unnatural knot conformations, it is thought to be causally related
to using the inaccurate force field and/or the unusual simulation technique in comparison
with the conventional MC or MD. As far as we know, knotted conformations were never
found with other conformational sampling methods, which suggests the powerfulness of our
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conformational search method.
Therefore, we propose the improved conformational search method, which can avoid the
unnatural knot conformations. In order to check whether a knot conformation or not, we
use the Kauffman polynomial24 in the mathematical theory of knots. If a trial conformation
generated by the crossover operation in the simulation has knots, the conformation is rejected
regardless of the value of the potential energy. In this paper, we performed the conformational
search of protein G by using the improved PSA/GAc and the conventional one in order to
examine the simulation results of the improved method.
In section 2 the details of our conformational search method and its improved one are given.
In section 3 the results of applications of the folding simulations of protein G are presented.
Section 4 is devoted to conclusions.
2. Method
2.1. Parallel simulated annealing molecular dynamics using genetic
crossover
Let M be the total number of individuals. In parallel simulated annealing using genetic
crossover (PSA/GAc), a crossover operation is carried out in a fixed interval of a certain time
steps of the M parallel conventional simulated annealing simulations. The entire process of
the general formalism of parallel simulated annealing using genetic crossover17–19 is illustrated
in Fig 2 (in the schematic illustration there, we have M = 6). In parallel simulated annealing
molecular dynamics using genetic crossover (PSAMD/GAc), M conventional simulated annealing molecular dynamics simulations (instead of Monte Carlo simulations) are performed
in parallel. Although we employed a genetic one-point crossover in our previous study,17–19
we can employ various kinds of genetic crossover operations such as one-point crossover, twopoint crossover, etc. In this study, we employed the genetic two-point crossover, and we refer
to the entire method as PSAMD/GAc2. The crossover operation in this method exchanges a
part of dihedral angles between two conformations of a protein.
In the two-point crossover operation, the following procedure is carried out (see Fig. 3) :
(1) M/2 pairs of conformations are selected from “parental” group randomly.
(2) Consecutive amino acids of length n residues in the amino-acid sequence of the conformation are selected randomly for each pair of selected conformations.
(3) All dihedral angles (in backbone and side chains) in the selected n amino acids are exchanged between the selected pairs of conformations.
Note that the length n of consecutive amino-acid residues is in general different for each pair
of selected conformations. Motivated by the fragment assembly method,25 we take n to be an
integer ranging from 2 to 10. In this procedure, we obtain two new “child” conformations.
After that, we have to select two superior “chromosomes” (conformations) from the total
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of four conformations (two parental conformations and two new child conformations). We
perform the energy minimizations for these four conformations by a standard method such as
Newton-Raphson method and conjugate gradient method. We then select two lower-energy
conformations based on the four minimized energy values. Finally, using the selected two
energy-minimized conformations, the parallel simulated annealing simulations continue.
In our previous works, we did not perform the energy minimization after the genetic
crossover operation. However, the conformations generated by the genetic crossover operation
often have unusually high potential energy, because the genetic crossover operation brings
about a large global change of conformations. This leads to very low acceptance ratio of
child conformations. Therefore, in this study, we perform the energy minimization after the
genetic crossover operation in order to avoid this difficulty of low acceptance ratio. Because
the conformational change by the energy minimization is very small (in the example of a
mini-protein presented below, the root-mean-square deviations of Cα atoms between before
and after energy minimizations was only about 0.45 Å on the average), we believe that this
energy minimization does not affect the nature of the new conformational generation of the
crossover operations.
2.2. PSAMD/GAc with knot theory
In this paper, in order to check whether a trial conformation, which generated by the genetic
crossover operation, has knots or not, we use the Kauffman polynomial24 in knot theory.
2.2.1. Calculation of knot invariants
To characterize the topological properties of knots and links of strings algebraically, polynomials can be used. These polynomials are knot invariants, which have been discovered and
constructed, and have been proposed several polynomials. The Kauffman polynomial F (L; a, x)
is one of them and is a two-variable (a and x) invariant.
F (L; a, x) = a−t(L̃) Λ(|L̃|; a, x).

(1)

Here, L is a link. A knot is an embedding of a single circle into three-dimensional space, while
a link is an embedding of a collection of circles. The sign of | | means unoriented knots, and the
tilde ˜ means a link represented by a link diagram. Λ(|L̃|; a, x) is defined by the conditions and
the Skein relation, which is recursion relations relating the invariants of knots, in Fig. 4(b).
Four knots |L+ |, |L− |, |L∞ |, and |L−∞ | in Fig. 4(b) correspond to the line configurations +, −,
∞, and −∞ in Fig. 4(a), respectively. t(L̃) is the sum of the signs of all the crossings. If a knot
is unknot (trivial knot), the knot invariant estimated by the Kauffman polynomial is equal to
1 (F = 1), if it is other knots, the knot invariant is a polynomial except 1 (F 6= 1). Namely, by
estimating the knot invariant, we can determine whether a conformation has knots or not.
2.2.2. Estimation of knotting properties of a protein
We need to construct a knot diagram from a protein conformation in order to obtain the knot
invariant. At first, the coordinate points of Cα atoms in a protein conformation are projected
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on X-Y Cartesian coordinate space. These points are connected from N-terminal to C-terminal
by lines. If two lines intersect, the crossing point is defined as a crossing on the knot diagram,
and the sign of the crossing is determined by the relation of Z Cartesian coordinates of the
crossing point on the two lines. After that, the two points of the first and last Cα atoms are
connected by as few crossings as possible. We use a collection of these lines connected by the
points of Cα atoms as a knot diagram.
2.2.3. Flow of PSAMD/GAc with knot theory
A chart of the PSAMD/GAc simulation process with knot theory is shown in Fig. 5. In
our improved simulation, the calculation of the knot invariant for a conformation is performed
after the process of crossover operations. In the conventional PSAMD/GAc simulation process,
we select two lower-energy conformations based on the four minimized energy values of four
conformations (two parental conformations and two new child conformations). On the other
hand, in the improved process, if both two new child conformations generated by genetic
crossover operations do not have knots, the simulation process is the same as the conventional
one. If one of two new child conformations has knots, we select two lower-energy conformations
based on the three minimized energy values of three conformations (two parental and one child
conformations) except one child knot conformation. If both two conformations have knots, we
do not perform the procedure of the selection, namely, two parental conformations are selected,
and after that, the simulation continues.
3. Results and Discussion
We applied our improved method to the protein G (PDB code: 1PGA).21 Protein G from
Streptococcus also binds human immunoglobulin G (IgG). This protein consists of a series of
small binding domains separated by linkers and a cell-wall anchor near the C-terminus. Two
(in some strains, three) of the domains bind IgG. The IgG-binding domains of protein G are
identified as B1, B2, etc., numbering from the N-terminus of the native protein G molecule.
We used the B1 domain which consists of a four-stranded β -sheet and an α-helix, and was
engineered for production as a 56 residue protein with N-terminal methionine (this position
was threonine in the wild type) (see Fig. 1(a)).
We incorporated PSAMD/GAc2 by modifying the TINKER program package26 modified
by us. The unit time step was set to 2.0 fs, and all bonds to hydrogen atoms at ideal bond
lengths were constrained by RATTLE method.27 Each simulation was carried out for 2.0 nsec
(hence, it consisted of 1,000,000 MD steps) with 32 individuals (M = 32) and repeated 5
times. The temperature during MD simulations was controlled by Berendsen method.28 For
each run the temperature was decreased exponentially from 1000 K to 200 K. As for the
conformational energy calculations, we used the AMBER ff96 force field.29 As for solvent
effects, we used the GB/SA model30,31 included in the TINKER program package.26 These
folding simulations were started from a fully extended conformation and different sets of randomly generated initial velocities (for repetition of 5 times). The genetic crossover operations
in PSAMD/GAc2 simulation were performed 1000 times at the fixed interval of 1000 MD
steps. Moreover, we incorporated the calculation program of knot invariants by the Kauffman
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polynomial to the PSAMD/GAc2 program based on a program of Ochiai et al.32 After the
genetic crossover operation, the energy minimization by the quasi-newton method (L-BFGS)33
included in TINKER was performed. Additionally, we performed the conventional simulated
annealing molecular dynamics simulations for comparison. In order to balance the computational cost, we performed 160 simulation runs of 2 nsec in length (32 × 5 = 160). The other
simulation conditions were the same (except for with or without crossover operations).
We remark on the dependence of the frequency of knotted conformation creation on the
force fields. We found that three out of five simulations with OPLS-AA/L and one out of five
simulations with CHARMM22 created knotted conformations, while five out of five simulations
with AMBER ff96 found knotted conformations. Because AMBER ff96 gave the most number
of knotted conformations, we present the results of our knot-avoiding method with AMBER
ff96 below.
In Fig. 6, the lowest-energy final minimized conformations obtained from the normal
PSAMD/GAc2, and the improved PSAMD/GAc2 with knot theory are shown. As these
results, all the conformations obtained from the normal PSAMD/GAc2 have unnaturally
knot conformations. On the other hand, the conformations obtained from the improved
PSAMD/GAc2 with knot theory have the stable conformations without knots.
In Fig. 7, the minimized potential energy of the final 160 conformations obtained from the
normal PSAMD/GAc2, the improved PSAMD/GAc2 with knot theory, and the conventional
simulated annealing is shown. As a reference, the value for the native conformation is also
shown. Here (and in Fig. 8 below), the “native conformation” means the conformation that was
obtained as follows. A canonical MD simulation of 100 psec at a low temperature (200 K) with
the initial conformation being the native PDB conformation was first performed. The final conformation was then energy-minimized. The heavy-atom RMSD of this “native conformation”
from the PDB coordinates was 1.4 Å. In comparison with the conventional simulated annealing method, the potential energy is obviously lower in both the normal PSAMD/GAc2 and
the improved PSAMD/GAc2 with knot theory as a whole. The lowest energy and the average
energy obtained from the normal PSAMD/GAc2 are −2322.7 kcal/mol and −2306.6 kcal/mol,
respectively. Those obtained from the improved PSAMD/GAc2 with knot theory are −2310.4
kcal/mol and −2297.6 kcal/mol, respectively. On the other hand, those obtained from the conventional simulated annealing method are −2277.3 kcal/mol and −2237.9 kcal/mol. The differences of the energy values between the normal and improved PSAMD/GAc2 are 12.3 kcal/mol
and 9.0 kcal/mol. The differences of the energy values between the normal PSAMD/GAc2 and
the conventional simulated annealing are 45.4 kcal/mol and 68.7 kcal/mol. As these results,
the conformations obtained from both the normal and improved PSAMD/GAc2 are more stable than those of the conventional simulated annealing. Namely, by incorporating the crossover
operation into the simulated annealing method, we can obtain more stable structures than the
conventional simulated annealing method. Additionally, the conformations obtained from the
normal PSAMD/GAc2 are slightly more stable than the improved PSAMD/GAc2 with knot
theory. This result shows that the more unnatural conformations with knots are more stable
than the conformations without knots. We suppose that one of the reasons is the inaccuracy
of the force field for the simulations.
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In Fig. 8, the radius of gyration of the final minimized conformations obtained from the normal PSAMD/GAc2 and the improved PSAMD/GAc2 with knot theory, and the conventional
simulated annealing are shown. These results obviously illustrate that the final conformations
obtained from both the normal PSAMD/GAc2 and the improved PSAMD/GAc2 with knot
theory become more compact conformations in comparison of those of the conventional simulated annealing on the whole. Namely, the improved method as well as the normal method
can search compact conformations.
4. Conclusions
In this article, for the parallel simulated annealing using genetic crossover (PSA/GAc), we
proposed the improved method, which can avoid the unnatural knot conformations. In order
to check whether a conformation has knots or not, we used the Kauffman polynomial in the
mathematical theory of knots and links and incorporated the check function to PSA/GAc.
As a test simulation, we applied this improved conformational search method to the protein
G. We succeeded in performing the simulations which avoided unnatural knot conformations
and could obtain stable conformations as well as the normal PSAMD/GAc2, in comparison
with the conventional simulated annealing. Additionally, the knot conformations obtained
from the normal PSAMD/GAc2 were slightly more stable than the unknoted conformations
obtained from the improved PSAMD/GAc2 with knot theory. One of the supposable reasons
is inaccuracy of the force field for the simulations. Therefore, in a future work we are going
to perform the conformational search by PSAMD/GAc2 with the force field optimized by our
optimization methods.34,35
Once all these preparations are successfully made, we will be ready to apply the present
method to multi-scale modelling of biosystems.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. The structure of Protein G. (a) is the native structure (PDB ID: 1PGA). (b) is the final conformation
obtained from PSAMD/GAc2.
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Fig. 2. Schematic process of the parallel simulated annealing using genetic crossover. In this method, the
crossover operation, which is shown in Fig. 3, is performed during parallel simulated annealing simulations.
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Fig. 3. Schematic process of the two-point crossover operation. In this process, all dihedral angles (in backbone
and side chains) within the randomly selected n consecutive amino acids are exchanged between a pair of
conformations. Motivated by the fragment assembly method,25 we take n to be an integer ranging from 2 to
10.
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Fig. 4. The four line configurations (a), the Skein relation (2) of (b), and the conditions (1,3) of (b) defined
by the Kauffman polynomial.
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Fig. 5. Schematic process of the simulated annealing using genetic crossover with knot theory. In this simulation, the two unknotted conformations are selected by using the Kauffman polynomial after genetic crossover
operations.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. The final conformations obtained from PSAMD/GAc2. (a) shows the conformations obtained from
the normal method, and (b) shows the conformations obtained from the improved method with knot theory.
The simulations were performed five times for both cases.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the minimized potential energy of the final conformations obtained from the conventional simulated annealing MD simulation (dotted line), the normal PSAMD/GAc2 (broken line), the
improved PSAMD/GAc2 with knot theory (normal line). The value for the native structure is also shown
(normal horizontal line).
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Fig. 8. Radius of gyration of the final minimized conformations obtained from the conventional simulated
annealing (a), the normal PSAMD/GAc2 (b), the improved PSAMD/GAc2 with knot theory (c). The radius
of gyration was caluclated with respect to all atoms. The value for the native structure is also shown (open
circle).

